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Abstract  

Owing to a growing reliance on information, technology and connectivity, Cyberspace has become 

the lifeline and interactive place for modern life. As such, Cyber security challenges are a global 

phenomenon whose adverse implications are catastrophic. Cyberspace is complex and 

unpredictable; its global connectedness and an explosion of data increases the threat surface as 

cyber infrastructures become highly complex and dynamic. Managing, i.e. ensuring and assuring 

security in cyberspace requires inspiration from advanced complex systems. Through evolution, 

nature has developed natural propensities in complex systems (including animalia and plants) that 

enable survival through adaptation. Predation-avoidance and anti-predation techniques employed 

by non-extinct preys could be exploited/adopted as mechanisms for adaptation through their 

application in Cyber security. This chapter presents an overall review of the current state of the 

Cyber security landscape. In addition, it demonstrates through further review, significant trends 

towards bio-inspired approaches as unconventional solutions to problems in other fields. Drawing 

from survivable preys in nature, the chapter speculates solutions for Cyberspace and Cyber 

security as follows; given an old problem (Pold) with an old solutions (Sold), a new problem (Pnew) 
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can be conceptualized with new partial and perhaps null solutions (Snew) in the solutions space Sold 

to Snew. 

Keywords: Bio-inspired, Artificial Life, Cyber security, Cyberdefense, Autonomic 

Computing, Survivability, Cloud Computing, Machine Learning, Predator-Prey. 

Introduction 

With little consensus on definitions to concepts such as cyber security, cyberspace and most 

“things” cyber [1], addressing cyber security is often inadequate due to its misinterpretations and 

mistranslations. Across literature, there is convergence in the view that cyber security unlike 

traditional computer security,  lacks the defining clarity of what the “cyber” prefix contributes to 

the general security concept [1] and is perhaps a source of confusion and misunderstanding across 

various perspectives [2]. In recognition of this lack of consensus, the authors of this chapter find it 

prudent for a general outline to the current cyber security definition landscape to be surmised; from 

academia, industry, government and across professionals in general. A conception of cyber security 

encompassing network and communication infrastructures and the human actor/user suggests cyber 

security in the context of the security of anything (including physical artefacts) that interacts with 

computer networks and communication infrastructures. The UK government for instance, defines 

cyber security as “an interactive domain for digital networks across the world” [3]. Clearly, this 

view pivots the general citizenry at the crux of the security objective. The significance of the human 

actor/factor is evidenced in the European Commission’s prediction of a major global breakdown in 

electronic communication services and networks (costing around €193 billion) due to malicious 

human action and terrorist attacks. An “inclusive” definition of cyber security is posited by [2] as 

“the approach and actions associated with security risk management processes followed by 

organizations and states to protect confidentiality, integrity and availability of data assets used in 
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cyberspace. This context of the cyber security concept includes guidelines, policies and collection 

of safeguards, technologies, tools and training to provide best protection for cyber environments 

and their users.  

 

This chapter considers Cyber Security as a continuum of technologies and 

innovations for ensuring and assuring the security of data and networking technologies. It 

identifies the complexity and dynamic context of cyberspace as central to mitigating 

catastrophic cyber threats and attacks, by drawing inspiration from nature’s complex and 

dynamic systems. This chapter explores how natural phenomenon in complex systems 

(including animalia and plants) that have survived through evolution, could be exploited as 

mechanisms for adaptive mitigation in complex cyber environments. Drawing from 

predation avoidance and anti-predation techniques employed by non-extinct prey animals 

and plants, this chapter hypothesizes how prey-inspired survivability could be adopted in 

cyber systems design and implementation. 

 

1. Introduction  

Recent years have witnessed an exponential increase in cybercrime, arguably exacerbated 

by the adoption of emerging technologies such as IoT and cloud computing and. In 2015 alone, 

most of breaches considered as hacking incidents targeted customers’ bank details, addresses and 

other personal information. Over the years, hacking incidents have grown to encompass all aspects 

of a modern economy including transport, energy, banking, healthcare, telecommunications and in 

some instances, government organizations. Cyber hacking incidents including German and UK 

telecommunications giants Vodafone [4] and TalkTalk [5], respectively, act as perfect examples of 
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the scale, frequency and implication of such attacks. Most recently in the UK, Dixons Carphone 

suffered a huge data breach involving 5.9 million payment cards and 1.2 million personal data 

records [6]. These breaches raise concerns about the readiness of security solutions in an 

environment of highly sophisticated, persistent and motivated adversaries, particularly if considered 

against their implications on utilities such as power, transport, etc. With new inventions in smart 

health, and healthcare being a sensitive area, security in such sectors is critical [7]. 

Traditional computer network environments allow for highly manageable security 

processes, able to constrain user permissions, restrict software, roll out updates across campuses, 

centrally manage intrusion detection and control network traffic through firewall policies. Routing 

and other reactive approaches ensure efficient and effective control of the security of networks and 

devices. Thus, the degree of control in meeting security goals varies considerably between use-case 

and environment. Regardless, this fine-tuned control allows at the minimum, adequate logging and 

understanding of large, networked environments. However, with the advent and wide use of 

cyberspace, security is arguably more complex and requires different processes to maintain data 

confidentiality, integrity, availability (CIA) and systems stability. Technologies such as IoT and 

Big Data among others, make traditional firewall deployment a challenge, not least because of 

bandwidth and power wastage on devices in a multi-hoping routing environment under a Denial of 

Service attacks (DoS), but enforcing static security policies in highly mobile environment adds 

additional challenges.  This nearly impossible in cyber environments with a range of mobile and 

non-mobile devices and various communication interfaces, and networks are formed in a variety of 

manners, forms and structures. Furthermore, it can be argued that the CIA triage, an industry 

standard addressing the security domain [8], is deficient in the cyber domain. As [9] notes, other 
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information characteristics attributed to cyber environments ought to be added to the CIA model 

[9]. 

Cyberspace’s vision of complex and highly dynamic network and communication 

environments can be summarized as isolated nodes which are at risk from a variety of security 

threats including forced networking for malicious purposes. Thus, the potential for cyber security 

requires a novel type of security system to help defend it. As the security crisis in cyberspace 

escalates and the frequency and complexity of the latest vulnerabilities and cyber-attacks increases, 

the mandate to adopt more effective solutions will grow in importance to implement simplified, 

animated and cost-effective cyber solutions. This should contribute to the productivity of existing 

solutions including the human information security professional. Moreover, existing traditional 

security technologies such as firewalls, anti-virus scanners and user access control aid in restricting 

known threats. However, without additional intelligent components to oversee and integrate with 

the effectiveness of these security controls (as is the case in enterprise networks), if any of these are 

subverted, the results as has been shown are catastrophic. 

 

2. Cyberspace 

To examine the cyber landscape, it is important to understand the complexity that 

characterizes cyberspace. Complexity is a phenomenon that can be observed in a variety of systems, 

including physical and living systems. While a complete and unanimous definition of complexity 

is somewhat contentious across domains [10], the discussions in this chapter revolve around the 

scientific definition posited by [10]. Complex systems describe “phenomena, structure, aggregates, 

organisms, or problems that share the following common themes: they are inherently complicated 

or intricate, they are rarely completely deterministic, mathematical models of the system are usually 
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complex and involve non-linear, ill-posed, or chaotic behavior, and the systems are predisposed to 

unexpected outcomes (emergent behavior)” [10]. 

• While large-scale networks are inherently complex and true for cyberspace and cyber 

security [11], complexity itself is a useful concept in designing robust systems [12]. In this 

chapter, complexity in cyberspace describes the general sense of a system whose 

components are by design or function or both, challenging to verify. In fact, the current 

chapter postulates complexity in cyberspace in relation to interactions within networks and 

communication systems, including system users and misusers and the unpredictability of 

emerging behaviors. As noted by [12], complex systems are such that interactions among 

systems components could be unintended, for instance, unintended interaction with system 

data which result in unpredictable system outputs and emergent behaviours not intended for 

that system. And as literature will demonstrate in the sections below, unpredictability is 

perhaps an inevitable attribute of cyberspace and its related technologies. Figure 1 illustrates 

the scale of cyberspace; technologies, network and communication systems and other 

paradigms. This figure is not intended to represent an exhaustive view of the entire cyber 

domain but to provide illustrative examples. These will be briefly described in bullet points 

below.  

•  Cloud computing is the de-facto computing platform and enabler of emerging technologies; 

emerging technologies such as Bitcoin  

• The Internet of Things (IoT) [13][14], [15] [16] heralds a vision of internet connected things; 

physical, and via a network be able to exchange local and global information (themselves 

and their environments, respectively). IoT technology thus enables further innovations and 

services based upon to immediate access to the said generated information. 
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• Critical infrastructure: Health, water and transport among many 

• Contested environments and Cyber warfare have become critical in this new era 

Computer and communication networks 

 

Figure 1. Illustration of cyberspace 

Complex systems develop on a microscale through evolution. In evolution, selection 

pertains to those attributes that fosters organisms’ survival benefits or disadvantages [17]. For 

instance, herbivorous mammals whose habitat has tall trees with the most nutrition and fruits atop, 

are likely to survive and reproduce if they are tall with long necks or can climb up trees. Similarly, 

elements within complex systems are generally subject to selection, whereupon those best suited 

for the environment are chosen. For example, products in a free market economy are selected 

through market forces, politicians in a democracy through elections/voting and animals through 
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natural pressures such as predation and competition. Complex natural systems are plentiful with 

complex patterns of behaviour (e.g. adaptation and learning) emanating from interactions among 

autonomous entities [18]. An example is the adaptation of memory and the self-learning mechanism 

employed by B-cells in identifying and destroying pathogens in the natural immune system [19]. 

Thus, adaptation facilitates change in response to changes within an environment. Using feedback 

loops, small changes in input information often can trigger large-scale outputs.  

Figure 2 illustrates the transformation of a set of components to a network of connected and 

interdependent components. The graphic on the left shows the building components of a system; a 

set of autonomous components. Its transformation; graphic on the right, represents a complex 

system in which autonomous components (numerous) which grow exponentially are connected 

(dotted lines) and interdependent (black note at edge of dotted line). The nature of their connectivity 

defines the complexity of the system (in the global sense) rather than its characteristics. Autonomy 

enables components to adapt through local instructions and collectively synchronize (through 

cooperation and coordination) individual statuses resulting in a bottom-up form of order.  

 

Figure 2. Illustrating the formation of complex systems: Non-linear, connected, 

interdependent and adaptive 
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With current innovation trends in cyberspace and the proliferation of new devices and 

platforms with multiparty collaborations, particularly involving third parties, coordinating and 

controlling interactions among these parties is often error prone. The unpredictable and dynamic 

nature of complex environments such as cloud computing (itself a subset of cyberspace) requires 

intelligent systems control. Whereas traditional computing systems generally maintained consistent 

control over inherent processes, control theory’s [20] classical methodologies and assumptions 

provides better insight into handling control. The basic premise of control theory is motivated by 

enhanced adaptation in the presence of extreme unpredictable and dynamic changes [21]. 

Nonetheless, in non-linear and dynamic cyber environments, the control paradigm ought to be 

adaptable and dynamically configurable and/or re-configurable. Among a huge state-of-the art, a 

classification by the authors in [22] identifies characteristics for such self-adaption and these are 

outlined below as: 

• Goals: objectives a system should achieve, e.g. evolution, flexibility, 

multiplicity, duration, etc.  

• Change: the cause of adaptation, e.g. source, type, frequency, 

anticipation, etc. 

• Mechanism: the system’s response towards e.g. autonomy, scope, 

duration, timeliness, etc. 

• Effect: the impact of adaptions upon the system, e.g. critical, 

predictability, resilience, etc.  
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If it is acceptable therefore that cyberspace is complex and therefore falls within the realm 

of complex systems described above, cyber security research should perhaps seek inspiration from 

well-established complex adaptive systems such as those in nature. Along this thrust, it is important 

to distinguish the cyber domain according to the its component sub-domains and investigate cyber 

security challenges.   

 

2.1 Cyber security challenges 

Cyber security unlike traditional information security in not only a process, but also a 

product and/or technology. As [9] demonstrates, the cyber domain encompasses characteristics 

beyond those commonly described by a traditional CIA triage, e.g. warfare, bullying, terrorism, etc. 

A home automation system for instance, can be compromised without affecting the victim’s 

information (this falls outside the CIA triage and common security attributes), but through targeting 

the victim’s other assets (i.e. cybercrime). Thus, cyber security pertains to the protection of asserts 

beyond those commonly referred to as information, including humans, the interests of nations states 

and societies, to household appliances, etc. One may logically conclude perhaps, that cyber security 

extends to ethical issues related to its asserts just as much as the legal. A range of other such 

dimensions are presented in NATO’s National cyber security framework manual [3] and 

demonstrate the complexity of cyber security. 

On the other hand, traditional computing infrastructures meant that security controls were 

managed within a contained systems [23] and static environments. In this sense, protections against 

threats was designed and planned for based on the assumption that outcomes of security solutions 

were linearly related to threat. For instance, [24]’s game theoretic approach to protect critical 

infrastructure against terrorist threats assumes an initial threat score for a particular target according 
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to original and inherent countermeasures relevant to that threat. Based on this assumption, they 

suggest that choices of subsequent solutions will decrease the overall threat. Whilst in a general 

systems theoretic sense, functions that convert inputs into required system outputs can be designed 

and controlled given that all inputs are provided [25], literature shows that the complexity of 

cyberspace limits the amount of initial threat knowledge cyber security solutions have. It has been 

demonstrated that sophisticated and persistent adversaries and zero-day attacks are able to 

systematically plan their attacks and persist within the compromised networks [26]. Cyberspace 

enables adversaries to increase their attack surface thus complicating vulnerability management and 

elevates the attack complexity. Cases in point include Stuxnet, Flame and Duqu, which obfuscated 

network traffic to evade detection [27]. Based upon the foregoing, this section identifies complexity 

as central to future cyber security solutions research. 

Thus, the thrust of future cyber security should aim to reduce complexity to the human cyber 

security solution (professionals) and build integrated solution capable of mitigating rapid evolving 

cyber threats. Current approaches (generally top-down) to cyber security, where extensive efforts 

focus upon cyber security policy and regulations are inherently inadequate [28] as high-level failure 

or inadequacy is passed down to low-level elements in cyberspace (including the user and society). 

On the other hand, further extensive work in academia and industry has been devoted to designing 

attack and defense tools to efficiently counter cyber security threats. For instance, countermeasures 

integrated into network protocols to ensure reliable information exchange [29]. While these 

approaches are sufficient for mitigating cyber security threats, it also means that the governance of 

cyber security risk is harder to implement. Moreover, as literature suggests that countermeasures 

remain inadequate [30], 
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Figure 1-3. Research challenges for cyber security 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the foregoing and highlight existing research challenges for cyber 

security. In this graphic, cyberspace complexity and dynamity introduce data control failure issues 

and adaption failure issues to cyber security (top of graphic). Furthermore, service and resource 

failure remain a major area of concern [31] [32]. In addition, assurance, performance and evaluation 

remain a constant challenge [33].  

Now classified as a “tier one” threat to national security by British government [34] [35], 

this shift in strategy at a national level suggests the significance of cyber security. Cyberattacks 

such as those in Iraq [36], Iran [37] and during the “Arab Spring” [38] undoubtedly demonstrate 

possible implications in future cyberattacks. On the international stage, the United Nations Group 
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of Governmental Experts [39] and [40] formally recognised the applicability of international law in 

relation to cyber activities and cyber issues in the context of international security. Nonetheless, 

despite a clear consensus as to the applicability of international law, adequately established state 

practices presents a significant challenge to application of cyber security laws [41].  

Existing security frameworks including Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)1, National Institute 

of Standards and Technology (NIST)2, the European Network and Information Security Agency 

(ENISA)3, the UK’s Centre of the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI)4, etc. focus upon 

methods for cyber security which aim to among other things, consolidate security risks and 

vulnerabilities. These frameworks aim to provide best practice guidelines for mitigating cyber 

threats. Table 1 below shows example core standardization areas in key cyberspace applications. 

This is not intended as an exhaustive table, neither for the standardization areas or key cyber 

application areas. However, of interest to the authors of this Chapter, is a clear demonstration to the 

urgent need for adequate cyber security (cyber incident management) standardization.  

Table 1-1. Example core standardization areas in key cyberspace applications 

Core Areas of 

Cyber security 

Standardization 

Examples of 

Relevant 

SDOs 

Examples of Some Key Applications 

Cloud 

Computing 

Emergency 

Management 

Industrial 

Control 

Health IT Smart 

Grid 

Cryptographic 

Techniques 

IEEE; ISO TC 

68 ISO/IEC JTC 

1 W3C 

Standards 

Mostly 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 

                                                           
1 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/security-guidance/ 
2 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/security-guidance/ 
3 https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017/01/30/draft-cybersecurity-framework-v1.1-with-markup.pdf 
4 https://www.cpni.gov.uk/ 

https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/security-guidance/
https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/group/security-guidance/
https://www.nist.gov/sites/default/files/documents/2017/01/30/draft-cybersecurity-framework-v1.1-with-markup.pdf
https://www.cpni.gov.uk/
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 Available Available Available Available Available 

Cyber Incident 

Management 

 

ISO/IEC JTC 1 

ITU-T PCI 

 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Identity and 

Access 

Management 

FIDO Alliance; 

IETF; OASIS 

OIDF ISO/IEC 

JTC 1 ITU-T; 

W3C 

Standards 

Mostly 

Available 

Standards 

Being 

Developed 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

Standards 

Being 

Developed 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

Information 

Security 

Management 

Systems 

ATIS; IEC; ISA 

ISO/IEC JTC 1 

ISO TC 223 

OASIS; The 

Open Group 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

 

IT System 

Security 

Evaluation 

ISO/IEC JTC 1; 

The Open 

Group 

 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Standards 

Mostly 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Network 

Security 

3GPP; IETF; 

IEEE; ISO/IEC 

JTC 1 ITU -T; 

The Open 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 

Some 

Standards 
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 Group; WiMAX 

Forum 

Available Available Available Available Available 

Security 

Automation & 

Continuous 

IEEE; IETF 

ISO/IEC JTC 1 

TCG; The Open 

Group 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

New 

Standards 

Needed 

Monitoring 

Software 

Assurance 

IEEE; ISO/IEC 

JTC 1 OMG 

TCG; The Open 

Group 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Supply Chain 

Risk 

Management 

IEEE ISO/IEC 

JTC 1 IEC TC 

65 The Open 

Group 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

System 

Security 

Engineering 

 

IEC; IEEE; ISA 

ISO/IEC JTC 1 

SAE 

International 

The Open 

Group 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Standards 

Mostly 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

Some 

Standards 

Available 

 

The US DoD [42] defines cyberspace intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance as 

activities in cyberspace which result in the gathering of intelligence to support current and future 
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operations. [43] subsequently draws parallels between this definition and that of espionage, which 

is defined as being “the unauthorized intentional collection of information by states”. Whilst the 

impact of espionage in cyberspace is typically perceived to be less severe than that of offensive 

cyber operations, the hacking of the US Democratic National Committee’s emails in 2016 

demonstrates that such activities are still capable of causing significant damage [44]. Furthermore, 

evidence provided by [45] highlights the pervasiveness of economic and commercial espionage in 

cyberspace, with likely state-sponsored actors referred to as advanced persistent threats identified 

as having been conducting systematic hacking on a global scale to access intellectual property and 

sensitive data since 2014. With a huge explosion of multimedia big data including image, video, 

3D, etc. literature suggests the rise of multi-modal challenges in relation to privacy [46].  Zhang et 

al. (2017) in fact propose an anti-piracy framework they term CyVOD to secure multimedia content 

copyrights against attacks [47]. 

Whilst historically espionage was limited to small scale operations with specific targets, 

[48] argues that the potential scale of espionage operations in cyberspace and their ability to impact 

the civilian population means that this level of ambiguity and uncertainty in international law can 

no longer be tolerated. [45] suggests the need for legal reforms are to adequately reflect the 

capabilities of modern technology. Furthermore, theory of expressive law [49] posits that these 

reforms influence state behaviour and identify underlying intolerance in society. In addition, one 

can conclude such reforms as critical for establishing new domestic laws to reduce the overall 

pervasiveness of espionage activities in cyberspace. With the overview of security challenges in 

cyberspace and the subsequent gaps and limitations the complexity of cyberspace imposed of a 

range of cyber strategies, the following subsection briefly explores how such gaps and limitations 

can be counteracted to enhance future cyber security operations. 
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2.1.1. Enhancing Cyber Security using Artificial Intelligence 

To date, ongoing efforts focus towards soft computing and machine learning approaches to 

enhance computational intelligence [50]. In biology, several authors [51], [52], [53] and [54] to 

name a few, demonstrate the overwhelming use of machine learning approaches for predicting the 

survivability of cancer patients. While machine learning applications have been successfully 

applied in areas of science and computing security, remarkable growth of cyberspace, i.e. cloud 

computing, Internet of Things (IoT), web technologies, mobile computing, digital economy, etc. 

machine learning approaches have not been consistently applied. A few of the machine learning’s 

core attributes; scalability, adaptability and the ability to adjust to new and unknown changes 

suggests them as suitable for application in cyberspace. For instance, handling and processing 

BigData or the capacity to perform computationally high calculations which were perhaps 

challenging in yesteryear are both significant opportunities machine learning presents. For cyber 

security, two main areas are a good fit for machine learning: 1. Data processing and 2. Expert 

systems.   

The field of artificial intelligence (AI) has advanced faster than anticipated over the past 

five years [55]. Projects such as DeepMind’s AlphaGo [56] is an example of funding commitments 

towards AI implementations. The application of AI to cyber operations is seen by [55] as a key 

milestone that has transformative implications for cyber security, enabling states to do more with 

fewer resources in a manner similar to the impact cyber operations had on the potential scale of 

intelligence operations. [57][58] [59] in fact identify five sub-fields of AI as possible areas to 

enhance both offensive and defensive cyber operations. Nonetheless, emerging consensus amongst 

researchers [57], [58] and [59] highlights the scale of implications introduced by AI. Thus, Allen 
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and Chan [55] urge  responsible, sustainable and effective use of AI, including legal, ethical and 

economic concerns. The table below presents subfields of AI, their possible application as offensive 

and defensive security countermeasures.  

 

Table 1-2. Examples of AI application as defensive and offensive countermeasure 

AI Subfield Possible cyber utility (defensive) Possible cyber utility (offensive) 

Expert systems Identifying deceptive media Producing deceptive media 

Machine learning  Threat detection and future 

forecasting of attacks 

Detection of opensource vulnerabilities; 

countermeasure evasion  

Deep learning  Attack detection and malware 

identification 

Brute forcing existing countermeasure, 

e.g. password 

Computer vision Predicting cyber-attacks, 

detecting and identifying 

vulnerabilities and generating 

patching solutions 

Discover new sophisticated and zero-day 

attacks 

Natural language 

processing 

Anomaly detection and Botnet 

identification 

Social engineering 

 

2.3 Need for Unconventional Approaches to Cyber Security 

The motivation for seeking inspiration from other systems is necessary due to the 

observation that cyberspace and inherently cyber security environments are complex. In other 

fields, for instance robotics, analogies to the immune system are exploited to design self-

organisation mechanisms [12]. Biological concepts have been central and contributed to robust 
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implementations in a range of domains including computing, financial modelling [60] and robotics 

[61] to name a few. The underlying strengths of biological systems lies in their distributed 

architecture, where autonomous entities make local decisions with global implications [62]. For 

instance, the immune system is able adapt and self-protect by dynamically creating and destroying 

mutated or infected body cells, as it learns new threats and protects itself and its protective 

components [62]. As virtualization is commonplace in cyberspace, software defined platforms and 

networks rely heavily on it, however, security monitoring becomes harder as the attack surface is 

both new and wider [63]. Thus, the robustness of cyber technologies  and infrastructures is 

determined by the quality of the underlying virtualization, while sophistication of technological 

resources influence the level of implementations [64].  

Nature effectively demonstrates self-organization, adaptability, resilience and other 

successful phenomenon [65]. The strengths in natural systems resides in the ability of autonomous 

entities to make local decisions, continuously coordinate and share information, to maintaining a 

global form of order [18]. The predator-prey dynamic for instance, highlights the importance and 

consequences of interactions between two species and how the functions of a community depend 

on the characteristics of that community.  

Biological systems have been a subject of research across the computing continuum 

stretching back to the 1980s [66]. In recent years, several surveys [67] [65] [68] [69][19], have 

dedicated their efforts towards evaluating biologically inspired algorithms in computing related 

applications. With the growth in demand on networked systems and reliance on internet 

connectivity provided through an assortment of devices and infrastructures [19], it is imperative 

that computing systems are adaptive, resilient, scalable and robust enough to withstand failure, and 

dynamic enough to cope with changes. Bio-inspired approaches are argued to provide consistency 
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in performance over a long period of time [61], and indeed have in common, the complexity 

attributes and the relative success of inter-networked environments [67]. For instance, the self-

organizing (SO) attribute of bio-systems employed in wireless ad hoc networks means that, 

clustering routing nodes enhances the scalability of data forwarding protocols [19]. As such, the 

network is rendered robust and can adapt to frequent topological changes.  

Other works elucidate the genius of nature by forwarding the argument that systems inspired 

by biology deliver significant results to enable exploration [70] and unique advances beyond the 

imagination of yesteryear [71]. This postulation is evident in performance optimization and 

enhancement of highly distributed and heterogeneous environments such as data centers, grids and 

clouds [72]. Nonetheless, as has been argued in literature, not all assumptions on biological 

algorithms are without limitations [73]. Despite the mentioned limitations, there remains 

undoubtedly huge potential in the use of bio-inspired methods as unconventional solutions to 

problems in the computing continuum. It is logical to be relatively optimistic considering how 

understanding physiological and ecological factors in biology has enabled medical innovation to 

cure and in some cases eradicate diseases [74].  

Figure 4 is a taxonomic of example bio-inspired approaches distinguished according to their 

physiological and ecological attributes. Phenomenon such as the evolutionary implications of 

predation on adaption and counter-adaption, determine behaviors in species. Behaviors including 

predation risk and cost assessment in foraging species [75], change in response to outcomes of 

interactions between entities and their environment [76].. 

Based upon interactions and behaviors that exist between a predator and its prey, a range of 

innovations have been developed. To this end, [77] applies the predator-prey dynamic; the 

principles of the cost of predation in particular, as a new approach for malware prevention. Similarly 
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[78] posits the predator-prey paradigm as the beneficial worm (predator) that terminates an 

intruding worm, and the malicious worm (prey) being the undesirable in a system. [79] work is 

grounded on the self-management attributes of a zebra herd against predators. [80]  [81] aimed to 

resolve virus and worm challenges in distributed systems is based on attributes of successful 

predators found in predating communities. The authors in [82] explain that conventional security 

approaches focus on performing complex analysis on restricted datasets, whereas unconventional 

mechanisms process small amounts of data in a “simple distributed fashion” over a wide array of 

inputs. Many forms of biologically inspired artificial intelligence systems are shown to be 

successful when applied to an IDS, with Genetic Algorithms (GA) being particularly successful 

[83]. Despite their success, these approaches tend to improve on the efficiency of older techniques 

and many issues such as single-entry point analysis remain. When considering the defense of cloud 

systems against network aware malware, it is important to note that such systems now encompass 

multiple nodes based within complex network structures. Whilst conventional security defenses 

(single entry point analysis) are suitable for single machines, new unconventional defense systems 

are required to secure these complex networks. As such the application of distributed biological 

defense systems to computer networks would be more suitable to solve many problems, be it 

malicious software or others.  
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Figure 1- 4. A taxonomic example of bio-inspired approaches. 

 

Bio-inspired approaches applied in traditional distributed computing systems demonstrate 

useful characteristics derived from their biological parentage; attributes which define origin, 

development, and progression, or ecological; interactional factors between organs and organisms 

in their natural environments. For instance, the design of IDSs based upon negative selection of T-

cells that bind and kill infected or harmful cells [19]. Alternatively, the adaptation of the memory 

and self-learning mechanism employed by B-cells in identifying and destroying pathogens for 

designing IDSs [19] applies to physiological metaphors of the immune system. Given the 

significant success of biological systems, it seems logical to investigate theoretical underpinnings 
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that describe the core elements of this chapter, their application as plausible approaches in the cyber 

security continuum. To counteract insecurity, unconventional mechanisms and strategies of 

proactive defense, synonymous with those found in nature including deceptive strategies such as 

honeypots can be implemented as passive decoys against adversaries, or as active lures to distract 

adversaries [84]. Countermeasures have been suggested including aggressive approaches such as 

“white worms” [85] which actively pursues malicious software with an intent to destroy it. 

Deceptive techniques such as address hopping [86] protect data in transit by masking the actual 

visibility of a transmitting device from a possible attacker.  

The following section investigates biological systems further, considering complexity and 

self-organisation in natural systems as possible fit for cyber security. Foremost, this section will 

present brief overview of common biological systems and their application areas. This will be 

followed by exploring existing applications on computing security in general followed by an 

evaluation of concepts’ applicability in cyber security. In the subsequence subsections, the predator-

prey dynamic; prey’s predations avoidance and anti-predation mechanisms are speculatively 

applied as a cyber security case scenario. Predation avoidance is speculatively viewed as an 

exploitable mechanism to enable survivability in cyberspace. Previous works by [87]; [88][89] 

provide comprehensive reviews that contribute towards the unconventional context of the current 

section. 

3. Review of Bio-inspired Methods 

Among many works, the authors in [65] present a comprehensive survey of bio-inspired 

networking protocols, citing a substantial number of sources alluding to the fact that immune-

inspired algorithms form the basis for network security; anomaly and misbehavior detection [65]. 

The authors associated epidemiology to content distribution in computer networks, including the 
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analysis of worms and virus spreading on the internet. The authors in [67] concur by associating 

intrusion detection and malware propagation with AIS and Epidemiology, respectively, as 

complimentary bio-inspired domains. In other works, the authors in [90] proposed a trust and 

reputations model (BTRM-WSN) inspired by the ant colony, as a strategy to leverage trust selection 

according to the most reputable path [92]. Although their model is designed for wireless sensor 

networks, it is reasonable to assume that, the underlying trust model can be extended to cloud 

computing environments by adapting the ant colony system [92] in which paths to fulfil defined 

conditions are built by leaving pheromones residues so that trailing ants can follow as a trusted 

route. Other models including the Trust Ant Colony System (TACS) [93], AntRep algorithm based 

on swam intelligence [94], Time Based Dynamic Trust Model (TBDTM) [95] to name a few, have 

been proposed for distributed systems. Nevertheless, it is imperative to emphasize the need for 

comprehensive testing and evaluation before their use in cloud environments [96].   

 Inspired by the reliability of gene identification and assignment inherent in biological 

systems, Wang et al. propose the Family-gene Based model for Cloud Trust (FBCT) to address 

existing limitations inherent in PKI-based systems, which include challenges in identifying nodes 

within cloud environments, access control, and third party authentication system [97]. According 

to the authors in [99], by adopting biological principles in family genes, their model provides 

solutions for trust in the cloud computing domain. Works by [79] explored the use to biological 

metaphors as a basis for designing, modelling and implementation of a cloud based web service, 

which is able to deal with counter stability issues that arise from long-running processes, and 

security attacks [79]. According to the authors, their proposed zebra herd-inspired approach not 

only simplified complex technical challenges, but also enhanced new designs for automated self-

management processes for system administrators. Table 3 below summarizes some inspirational 
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bio-systems, categorizing them according to their application area, and the strengths and 

weaknesses of each system.  

Faced with a combination of persistent and sophisticated adversaries, it is important that 

cyber security countermeasures are developed based on the foundations harvested from nature. 

Existing solutions simply fail as they do not adapt and escalate their security strategies to counteract 

the intensity and shear aggressiveness of an adversary [98]. [26] suggest security countermeasures 

as only successful in traditional networks. Thus, these authors postulate the rise in popularity of 

Adaptive Cyber Defense (ACD) approaches such as bio-inspired systems, based upon their ability 

to optimize unpredictability and maximize the adaptive configurations in attack surface, thereby 

raising the cost of an attack for the adversary [26]. Complexity, large-scale virtualization and the 

extremely distributed nature of the cyberspace means that accountability, auditability and trust in 

such ubiquitous environments becomes pivotal [99] [100]. 

Table 1-3. Summary of Bio-inspired approaches in cyber environments 

Algorithm Description Application Author 

Multiple Sequence 

Alignment (MSA) 

algorithm 

Protein structure Web traffic 

classification & 

sequence alignment 

[101] 

IDS detector 

optimization algorithm 

with co-evolution  

Co-evolution in 

populations 

Optimizing IDS 

intrusion detection 

[102] 

Data Security strategy 

for  

Immune systems Stored data security [103] 
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Secure Data Storage  Physiological & 

behavioral patterns 

Biometric 

authentication cloud 

stored data 

[104] 

AIS for phishing 

Detection 

T-lymphocytes life 

cycle 

Phishing detection for 

emails 

[105] 

Integrated Circuit 

Metrics (ICMetrics)  

Human properties & 

features 

High entropy 

public/private key 

generation scheme 

[106] 

Biologically-inspired 

Resilience 

Cells & organisms (sea 

chameleon) 

Manages cloud security 

& leverage resilience 

[98][107] 

Data Hiding for 

Resource Sharing Based 

on DNA  

DNA sequences Data hiding for 

confidentiality & 

integrity of cloud data 

[108] 

Organic Resilience 

Approach for assuring 

resiliency against attacks 

and failure  

Immunology 

(inflammation & 

immunization) 

Threat detection, 

automated re-

organization for 

assurance 

[109] 

Security based on Face 

Recognition 

Facial features Authentication and 

authorization 

[110] 

Family-gene Based 

model for Cloud Trust 

(FBCT) 

Gene identification & 

assignment 

User authentication, 

access control, & 

authorization 

[111] 
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Agent of Network 

Danger Evaluation 

Immune System:  [112] 

Supervised learning 

classifier with real-time 

extraction (UCSSE) 

Genetic-based machine 

learning 

Adaptive & automatic 

signature discovery in 

IDS 

[113] 

Fraud detection & 

improper use of both 

computer system & 

mobile 

telecommunication 

operations 

Immune System Monitoring & detection 

of fraudulent intruders 

[114] 

Extension of Predator 

Prey Model 

Predator-prey 

communities 

Tackles automated 

mobile malware in 

networks 

[80]  

Computer Immune 

System 

 

Innate immune phase IDS mimics immune 

antigens to create 

signature strings 

[115] 

AntNet 

 

Ant colony 

optimization algorithm 

& OS theory 

Agents concurrently 

traverse a network and 

exchange information 

synonymous with 

stigmergy in insects. 

[116] 
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Current examples of classic bio-inspired approaches in the computing continuum includes 

theories and algorithms. According to [66], algorithms are useful for describing systems with 

discrete state space, i.e. how and why systems transition occurs [66]. For instance, algorithms based 

on mechanisms governing the behaviors of ant colonies, human immune system, bees swarming, 

fish, predator and  prey interactions and communities, etc. have been modelled to produce highly 

efficient, complex and distributed systems [71]. Prominent areas in computing where bio-inspired 

algorithms have been applied includes, but is not limited to, Autonomic computing [117], Artificial 

Life [118], Biomimetic [119], Organic Computing [120], and Genetic Algorithms [121]. In 

addition, theories such as the Self and Non-self, and Danger Theory [62], have been coined out with 

their primary premise on inspirations from biology. Further developments in bio-inspired 

approaches also necessitated the formalization of the Concurrency Theory as a formal framework 

for modelling parallel, distributed, and mobile systems [66]. In the ensuing subsection, we will 

highlight bio-inspired approaches applied in solving security issues in distributed and cloud 

computing systems. Bio-inspired approaches in this context imply mechanisms employed to 

facilitate and/or enhance the protection of data in distributed systems; as related to networked 

workstations and servers, the network itself including communication devices, etc. and cloud 

computing. 

 

3.1 Bio-inspired Approaches 

Artificial natural immune systems are applied in a variety of areas, and particularly lauded 

for its success in IDS [102]. Immune detectors determine the performance of the detection 

component of the immune system, a core component of the immune system [122].  Several works 

including [112] [115] [123] [124] to name a few, employ immune inspired approaches for 
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developing computer security mechanism based on the self-adaptive, self-learning, self-organizing, 

parallel processing, and distributed coordination attributes of AISs. In addition, the authors in [105] 

propose AIS phishing detection is inspired by part of the immune system’s response mechanism to 

pathogens; immature T-lymphocytes life cycle. By generating memory detectors from a static 

training data set and immature detectors through mutation, the proposed system detects incoming 

phishing emails through memory detectors, while the immature detectors detect phishing emails 

with unknown signatures. Fang et al. posit the notion that their proposed systems performed well 

in phishing detection. Nonetheless, the authors contend to the fact that, using a static instead of 

dynamic fire-threshold value on their detectors, their system suffers from deficiencies [105]. 

Similarly, [125] explore the use of immune-inspired concept of apoptosis for in computer network 

security, which essentially describes the immune system’s programmed action of destroying 

infected or mutated cells [125]. A comprehensive review of phishing email filtering techniques is 

presented by [126], while works by [127] reviews current literature and present a range of solutions 

proposed against identified attacks.  

Genetic algorithms (GA) are stochastic search methods inspired from principles in 

biologicals systems where problem solving is indirect through an evolution of solutions, with 

subsequent generations of solutions in turn yielding the best solution to a problem [128]. Along 

similar lines, [129] proposed GTAP gene-inspired algorithm for user authentication where users 

from a “family” are identified by a unique gene certificate (synonymous with unique signatures), 

and users are authenticated upon a positive analysis of their gene code [129]. According to the 

authors, simulation results for GTAP demonstrated superiority in safety and security by countering 

the deficiencies in safety passwords and ambiguity of subject information in certificates presented 

in traditional mechanisms [129]. In other works [130], genetic algorithms are implemented in 
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cryptography to evaluate and enhance the complexities of encryption systems. An interested reader 

is referred to a complete guide for cryptographic solutions for computer and cyber security 

presented by [131]. In cryptanalysis, where an attack mechanism in implemented to assess the 

strength of an encryption system, GA are argued to be highly successful in substitution ciphers  

[132] and transposition ciphers [133]. Although neural networks are generally popular in pattern 

recognition and classification, and noise filtering, they are useful in other areas including the use of 

biometrics in security [128]. Key to their success is their accuracy in feature extraction and 

efficiency in classification, i.e. low rejection rate and high positive classification [128]. Along these 

lines, [134] proposed the Network Nervous System as a mechanism for effective protection against 

distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks, grounded on the biological metaphor of the human 

central nervous systems; distributed information gathering and processing, coordination, and 

identification activities. Their work rests on the basis that traditional security tools fail to cope with 

the escalating power of attacks on computing infrastructures [134].  

Ant colonies have been applied for routing traffic optimization, for instance in works by 

[116] who evaluate an optimization algorithm; AntNet, in which agents concurrently traverse a 

network and exchange information synonymous with stigmergy in insects. According to the 

authors, this algorithm exhibited superior performance in contrast to its competitors [135]. [136] 

proposed FBeeAd-Hoc as a security framework for routing problems in Mobile ad hoc networks 

(MANET) using fuzzy set theory and digital signature [136]. Works by [80] extends on previous 

work on the Predator model, to propose countermeasures against automated mobile malware in 

networks. The author proposes additional entities including immunization, persistent and seeking 

predators, modelled from the self-propagating, self-defending and mobility attributes found in 

predating animals as solutions to challenges mentioned above. Their works premises on the notion 
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that traditional countermeasures, which are generally centralized, fail adequately scale to solve 

security challenges existing in distributed systems [80]. According to the authors, their model does 

not only counter effects of malware attacks on a computer, but effectively distributes updates and 

patches to the infected computer, which in essence immunizes if from future attacks [80]. [137] 

suggest the use of predator models as inspirational solutions against viruses and worms.   

 

3.2 Considerations Before Applying Bio-inspired Approaches 

Before biological systems may be applied, there are several problems that should be 

considered. A panel discussing issues concerning biological security systems [82] describes a 

number of these. The first and perhaps most important is that biological systems and computer 

systems do not share an end goal. Whereas biological systems aspire to survive, the goal of many 

computer systems is to accomplish a computational task. This would serve to create doubt as to 

whether the model would remain effective when its goals were not the same. The authors [82] 

suggest that the survival of biological systems is an inherent issue within computer systems for the 

reason that, biological systems will perform sacrifices to achieve the goal of survival. Whereas in 

computer networks, downtime from a system is not something that is permitted, particularly if there 

is sensitive data that is to be protected. It is then argued that to achieve the characteristics wanted 

from biological systems (self-repair, organization, defense) then the whole system must be 

implemented, not just small sub-systems. This may be regarded as difficult if the systems may not 

be implemented properly due to contrasting goals. Nonetheless, it may be argued that software 

defined systems (SDS) maybe a useful link for integrating unconventional applications, platforms 

and infrastructures and managing them via APIs. Hence, developing cyber security solutions should 

consider the diversity of entities in cyberspace and the dynamic changes diversity brings, i.e. 
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requirement, goal, security, survivability, etc. Integrating self-awareness, self-adaptation, self-

organization, to name a few, into cyberspace enables adaption to change at runtime.  

 

4. Prey-inspired Survivability 

Survivability in cyber environments as in nature is affected by a range of factors, including 

interactive high-order behaviours of both human factors and actors. Asymmetric warfare theory 

[138] makes the human factor/actor more apparent by alluding to time and stealth advantage 

attackers possess. The human factor/actor is demonstrated in the cyber context by the possibility 

for side-channel attackers to implant arbitrary code into a neighbour’s VM environment with little 

to no chances of detection [139][140]. Considering the above, it is necessary to pose the question 

of how to best evaluate cyber infrastructure’s survivability. This is a common challenge in complex 

and time-varying systems and requires methodological evaluations approaches that accommodate 

intermediary states that cyberspace resembles. As [141] suggest, the traditional binary view of 

survivability as ineffective in complex environments.  

Clearly, the complexity of evaluating and later assuring survivability in cyber environments 

is a currently a challenging issue and requires a composite approach. There is an urgent need to 

combine traditional and complex formalisms to enhance secure deployment, provision and access 

to cyberspace systems. This chapter suggests drawing parallels between predation avoidance in 

animal communities and capabilities of security systems to survive compromise in cyberspace 

environments, in which the goal is to protect assets by hiding its visibility and increasing the 

complexity of being observed. By increasing the complexity of an asset, this adeptly increases the 

cost of an attack, increase the complexity of executing an exploit and gives an advantage to the 

defender [142]. In [143]’s model for instance, deceptive measures are employed to enhance 
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intelligence for the defender, while thwarting an adversary’s capabilities to observe, investigate and 

learn about a target. Predator-prey systems (PPS) demonstrate complex relationships through 

interacting entities in which one depends on the other for food and survival [144]. Nevertheless, 

evidence in literature suggests that predator-prey models have found limited application in core 

cyber security domains including cloud computing security systems. Thus, predator-prey analogies 

can be developed to capture unique diversification mechanisms which ensure survivability in both 

homogeneous and heterogeneous prey species.  

 

4.1 Anti-predation and Predation Avoidance Mechanisms for Cyber Security 

The presence of a strong predation avoidance responses in nature’s prey species 

demonstrates that past species interactions affect present distributions and may play an important 

role in the ongoing assembly of contemporary communities. Such avoidance behaviors in a growing 

number of species fundamentally alters our view of the processes affecting species distributions 

and the process of community assembly.” [145]. In vervet monkey (Cercopithecus aethiops), 

vigilance is an anti-predator behavior shared between males and females, however much, with 

higher levels of vigilance is performed by males who spend more time on tree tops [146]. The 

importance of vigilance in vervet groups provides the best chances of survival by reducing the risk 

for individuals. On the other hand, consideration in group size effect, highlights an overall increase 

in vigilance in larger group sizes, and improved reaction to approaching predators. Furthermore, 

flight, alarm calls and response to alarm calls in vervet are adapted as responses to alarm calls 

associated with specific predator species [147]. As in fishes, alarm signals in vervet monkeys 

perform multiple-duties, ranging from predator deterrents, or distress signals to call in mobbers 

[148].  
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Social behaviors in Thomson’s gazelles such as their alert posture, galloping, stotting, and 

soft alarm calls are argued to release alertness and flight information to avoid predation [149]. In 

some rare cases, adult Thomson gazelles (Eudorcas Thomsonii) will attempt to evade predators by 

lying down, yet in some instances, mothers are known to adopt aggressive defense strategies to 

divert predators from hunting their fawns [150] [149]. According to the authors, Thomson gazelles 

generally do not fight back predators when hunted [149]. As noted by [151], predation avoidance 

in Thompson gazelles is also associated with their grouping behaviours, i.e. larger groups have 

improved predator detection capabilities, and their vulnerability factor against their greatest 

predator; cheetah, (Acinonyx jubatus), significantly reduces in larger groups. Evidence in literature 

supports the claim that Stotting in Thompson gazelles is a vital tool for avoiding predation.  

 Evidence in literature supports the claim that stotting in Thompson gazelles is a vital tool 

for avoiding predation. Evidence include hypothesis which argue stotting to startle or confuse a 

predator, and as an anti-ambush evasion technique (Caro, T.M., 1986). Evidence in from Heinrich’s 

(1979) works suggests at least five predation avoidance strategies employed by caterpillars 

(Pyrrharctia Isabella) against predating birds; restrict their feeding to underside of leaves, forage 

at night, use leaves for movement while foraging, distance themselves from an unfinished leaf, or 

snip it off altogether [152]. Like Vervet and Thomson’s gazelle communities discussed above, 

group living is argued to positively enhance an individual’s protection, as warning signals, 

defensive movement, and regurgitating noxious chemicals may increase survivability [153]. Indeed, 

this is true considering the activities males in vervet communities, who take up high positions on 

tree tops to scan their surroundings and raise alarms when they detect predation threats. Thus, males 

are functionally associated with observation, vigilance, and are perceived as most active against 

predators [146].  
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The choice of predation avoidance or anti-predation mechanism is hugely important in 

Meerkat (Suricata suricatta) communities as they live under high predation pressures, while 

occupying challenging foraging niche [154]. As such, social learning (developed and molded by 

experience), and effective cooperation initiate key survival behaviors, including fleeing non-

specific predators, mobbing against predating snakes, functional referential alarm calls, or running 

to bolts holes in response to aerial predators [154]. In addition, Meerkat depend hugely on group 

living through communal vigilance [155] which unlike response to alarm calls avoids imminent 

predation, vigilance occurs in the absence or presence of a predator or danger [156]. Zebras’ fleeing 

responses to predating lions are described according to their proactive responses to a prior assessed 

risk level and reactive responses when predation is imminent [157]. According to the authors, 

responses against predation also extended to elusive behaviors, where zebra remove themselves as 

far away from an encounter habitat (usually waterholes) as possible. In contrast to animal prey, 

plant prey significantly their predation cost to potential predators as the handling time and 

processing of plant tissue is more taxing. In the following, the current section will focus upon five 

successful prey species, to explore survival mechanisms. Vigilance, alarm calls, mobbing and group 

living are anti-predator behaviours shared among vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops). Within 

this community, Vervet males are associated with higher levels of vigilance [146]. Vigilance in 

larger groups increases, which improves reaction to approaching predators. Furthermore, flight and 

response in vervets is adapted to alarm calls associated with specific predator species [147]. 

Survival techniques employed by prey entities include changes in functioning, behaviours, and 

structure, enabling them to avoid detection and hence predation. The foregoing is summarised in 

Table 4 where survival mechanisms for each natural community is distinguished as either a 

predation avoidance behaviour or an anti-predator technic. Predation avoidance and anti-predation 
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mechanisms describe the main objectives of diversification, which in turn define how prey species 

behave to improve selection and survivability [158]. Anti-predation mechanisms describe prey 

techniques which reduce the probability of predation, while predation avoidance describes 

mechanism prey uses to remove itself from the same habitat as the predator.  

Table 1-4. Examples of prey survival mechanisms 
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Based upon the above, it is possible to develop analogies to capture unique diversification 

mechanisms that ensure survival in both homogeneous and heterogeneous prey species. Both 
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mechanisms (predation avoidance and anti-predation) describe the main objectives of 

diversification, which define how prey species behave in order to improve selection and 

survivability [158]. As killing of prey by predators is a focus of mathematical modelling as it is 

easily observable, [159] suggests anti-predation behaviours as most critical to prey survival.  

Mechanisms for cyber security and cyber environments would thus consider both, the 

subjective and objective selection of anti-predator and predation avoidance mechanisms 

(techniques and behaviours). Mechanisms may exist as specific (where mechanisms are effective 

against a specific predator), or non-specific (where strategies are effective against all predators) 

[160]. Exploiting prey survival attributes as a blueprint for designing processes and mechanisms 

for cyberspace offers several benefits.  

• Survivable preys possess unique attributes that are well adapted to their 

environments. One may conceptualise the design of cyber agents capable of 

escaping and/or counter-attacking a “predator”. [161]’s mathematical formulations 

illustrate this efficacy.   

• Survivable prey species possess strong and successful mechanisms that demonstrate 

the far-reaching implications historical interactions have on future species [145]. By 

understanding such mechanisms, it is possible to adopt/adapt such processes for 

future cyber security.  

• Prey analogies that characterised non-extinct prey can be developed. [79] explored 

the use to biological metaphors for designing, modelling and implementing a web 

services capable of counteracting stability issues that arise from long-running 

processes and security attacks. Moreover, cloud computing, itself a core element of 
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cyberspace, is a metaphor for the internet [162] where services are provided as 

metered resources in electricity-like manner [163] 

• Developing analogies from nature requires methodological approaches to translate 

apt prey functions for to cyber security environments [89]. This requires an 

understanding of relationships between the complexity of prey systems and their 

local stability; Theoretical Ecology [164] provides in-depth knowledge in this 

domain. Moreover, complexity theory [165] provides basis to deconstruct the 

complexity of cyberspace and nature systems.  

 

5. Research directions in Survivability Assurance in Cyberspace 

Recent trends towards bio-inspired designs have ushered the development of methods for 

creating analogies to combine attributes or objectives in multi-domain systems can in a formal 

manner [166]. BioTRIZ [167][168] and other analogical reasoning tools summarised in the table 

below are some common examples. While conceptual design (CD) provides insights into the 

functions, working principles and a general layout of a system’s structure [169] they are deficient 

since a one-to-one transfer of nature concepts to cloud computing requires lateral thinking.  

On the other hand, TRIZ (the Theory of inventive problem solving) is a useful systematic 

methodology that provides logical approaches for innovative and inventive creations [170]. TRIZ 

has been adapted to suit other environments such as information technology [171]. To capture key 

characteristics from nature , this paper follows Beckmann’s approach [172], but specifically focus 

upon cloud computing rather than information technology in general. Since the original TRIZ 

principles provides abstract solution models [172], any new labels (we term prey-centric and cloud-
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centric) are also abstract. Hence, any further developments generate further minute abstract 

solutions.  

As postulated by [172], abstraction means that TRIZ principles are applicable in a wide 

range of fields. TRIZ provides the added capacity to identify a solution [172], whereupon 

conceptual solutions can further be developed into specific factual solutions. Indeed, 

conceptualising solutions is informed by identified specific problems, which in turn informs the 

choice of the problem-solving approach and tool 

 

Table 1-5. Comparison of analogy development methods 

Design Method Description Is knowledge of bio-

system required?  

Functional 

Modeling 

Well defined categories and scale to develop 

functional models 

Yes 

BioTRIZ Allows invention to solve problems with 

contradiction  

No 

BID Lab Search 

Tool 

Natural language processing tool to search bio-

words using engineering words 

No 

Biology 

Thesaurus 

Extensible to a range of tools other than functional 

methods 

Undefined 

IDEA-INSPIRE 

& DANE 

Provides organised database for bio-design Undefined 
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Existing analogical design approaches rely largely on thematic mapping processes and 

subjective choices of the components of a biological system or sub-systems. For instance, by 

focusing upon the impact of ecological diversification [173], population dynamics [174], or simple 

constructs of an arms race [175]. This suggests the wrong notion that analogical design requires 

comprehensive understanding of cyber security technologies, but just the basics of the arms race 

[176]. In fact, as [177] argues, the designer’s knowledge of both domains helps to infer information 

that facilitates bio-inspired designs from a problem or solution-driven perspective. Hence, the 

concept of analogies mentioned in this chapter proffer that, given an old problem (Pold) i.e. predate-

survive dynamic, with an old solutions (Sold) i.e. predation avoidance and antipredation, a new 

problem (Pnew) i.e. cyberspace survivability can be conceptualized with new partial and perhaps 

null solutions (Snew) i.e. prey-inspired predation avoidance analogies in the solutions space Sold to 

Snew.  

Designing cyber security solutions should consider the diversity of entities, and the dynamic 

changes diversity brings, i.e. requirement, goal, security, survivability, etc. Integrating self-

awareness, self-adaptation, self-organization, to name a few, into cloud environment design enables 

service composition to adapt to changes at runtime. On one hand, underlying designs cannot be 

static and inadequate for synthesizing dynamic and distributed service compositions. On the 

contrary, designs should enable distributed coordination of entities necessary to achieve agreeable 

levels of survivability. In addition to integrating the three-selves (self-aware, self-configure, self-

organize), automation supports necessary adaptation. At design time for instance, holistic synthesis 

of the cloud logic entails automated and fully distributed coordination of the involved entities and 

services. During execution, automation facilitates adaptation through “self-attributes” synthesizing 

dynamically evolving entities. Multi-agent-based systems are lauded for complex behaviours 
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among interacting autonomous agents. By extending multi-agent capabilities into cyber 

environments, challenges including security, survivability and availability can be better managed. 

As suggested by [178], integrating multi-agent technologies can unlock even higher performing, 

complex, autonomous and intelligent applications and scalable yet reliable infrastructures.  
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Key Terminology & Definitions  

Bio-inspired – Inspired by methods and mechanisms in biological systems. This is a short version 

for biologically inspired, a cross-domain field of study that aims to bring together cross-domain 

concepts, methods, techniques, etc. Common areas of study include evolution (genetic algorithm), 

ants and termites (emergent systems), life (artificial life and cellular automa), immune system 

(artificial immune system), etc.  

Artificial Life – This bio-inspired domain pertains to study of systems that have relation to natural 

life. Also, commonly referred to as Alife, this domain encompasses experimentation; simulation 

and modelling, of natural life processes (e.g. adaptive behaviours) and its evolution. For instance, 

one would study in biological life in order to construct a system that behaves like a living organism.  

Cybersecurity – Cyber Security as a continuum of technologies and innovations for ensuring and 

assuring the security of data and networking technologies. the approach and actions associated 

with security risk management processes followed by organizations and states to protect 

confidentiality, integrity and availability of data assets used in cyberspace. The concept includes 

guidelines, policies and collection of safeguards, technologies, tools and training to provide best 

protection for state of cyber environment and its users.  

Cyberdefense – This refers to mechanisms (tools, techniques and strategies) implemented to 

defend cyberspace, especially critical infrastructure, against malicious and potentially catastrophic 

attacks. Proactive cyberdefense includes implied mechanisms implemented in anticipation of an 

attack. Aggressive cyberdefense is a form of proactive defense whereupon ethical hack back aims 
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to fight back attackers with an aim to frustrate and increase cost of attacks, track source of attack, 

or even destroy attack capabilities.  

Survivability – Survivability has traditionally been described as a mission; i.e. a capability of a 

system to provide services in a timely manner bearing in mind that precautionary countermeasures 

will fail. Dependability, which is a property for a computing system to relied upon for delivery of 

a service placed upon it 

Machine Learning – “Machine Learning is the science of getting computers to learn and act like 

humans do and improve their learning over time in autonomous fashion, by feeding them data and 

information in the form of observations and real-world interactions. It is part of research on 

artificial intelligence, seeking to provide knowledge to computers through data, observations and 

interacting with the world. That acquired knowledge allows computers to correctly generalize to 

new settings” [179].  

Predator-Prey – “An interaction between two organisms of unlike species in which one of them 

acts as predator that captures and feeds on the other organism that serves as the prey. In ecology, 

predation is a mechanism of population control. Thus, when the number of predators is scarce the 

number of preys should rise. When this happens, the predators would be able to reproduce more 

and possibly change their hunting habits. As the number of predators rises, the number of prey 

decline”[180].  
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